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i Fluidized Conveying of Seed 
By N~ HOBERT BRANDENBURG and JESSE E, HAK!:COND. agricultural engineer,. 

AgI'icultural JiJnglllcerinq Rescarch Divilliolh Agric,ll'uraZ Rel/carch Service 

SUMMARY 

Seed-,Processing reseurch has been conducted since 1954 at 
CorvallIs, Oreg" by the Agricultural Engineering Research DiviI. 
sion of the U.S. Depurtment of Agriculture in coopel'lltion with the 
Oregon Agricultllral Experiment Station at Oregon Stllte University. 
Efforts have been directed toward improved opel'lltion of exist.ing 
equipment and the evolution of new techniques 01' mllchineryfor 
improving efficiency in seed processing. 

The investigation reported here deals with the seed-handling J?hase 
of processing and desCI'ibes the development, test.ingt 1lIld potent1ll1 of 
a special pneumatic system caned dense-phase or flUldized conveyjn~. 
Seed movement in this opel'lltion consists of ael'llted seed slugs that 
form, move, dissipate, andre-form in a cyclicnl mlmner throu~hout 
the pipe run. The slugs show 11 high degree of mobility or flUldity. 

,t\.ccording to the literuture, dense-phnse transport of solids hns 
received little or no attention. However, it offers sevel'lll unique ad
vantages for seed handlinO'. Easily damaged seed Cllll be transported 
at low velocities without Yowering germination; small-diameter con .. 
veying lines can be eml?loyed ~o pl'?vide simJ?I~, flexible installiltions; 
and excellent c1eanout IS pOSSible slllce remllllllllg seed can be 'purged 
from the run by increased airflow. 

Dense-phase trnnsport of crimson c1ovel' was evahlllted in 11 56
foot run of l%-inch diameter tubing by operating at different-; 
clI.pacity levels lind determining such perforlTlance datu as pressure, 
power, nil' volume, ait· velocity, seed velocity, solid-ail' ratio, nnd seed 
dnIDnge. These factors were complHed to their counterpllrts in 
lean-phase tl'llllSpOl't (typical pneumatic conveying) conducted in 
the snme system. 

It was found that the ordinary concepts of fluid flow nre not 
directly applicnble to dense-phase conveymg, probably because this 
form of material trnnsport is classified best 111 a region between true 
fluid flow nnd movement of a solid. (As lUI eXlunple, the lwernge 
pressure drop per foot of conveying run decreases with increase in 
conveying capncity.) 

Auxiliary airflow bypassing t.he airlock proved very important. 
In a spec1Il.l study where conveying cIlpncity was held const/tnt, 
pressure and power requirements were reduced about 50 J?ercent with 
mcreased amounts of auxiliary nil'. However, seed -Vc1oclty increases 
under these conditions, which could be a limiting factor with easil) 
damaged seed. 

1 
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A special formula based on seed ~lmination measures was devised .~ 
to rate severity of the clover-conveymg trinls even though no dama~, • 
as such, was evident. Computed severity indexes re.veal that.seventy 
was less for dense-phase than for lean-phase conveying nnd only 
slightly greater tha.n for controls (not conveyed). 

All clover transported in this system showed greater normal 
germination than controls 1)eCause hard seeds were stimulated L.'l.to 
germination. Total germinatiOli (normd-plus-hard seed) was es- ~ 
senti ally unchanged. ;.i 

Additional damage trials with beans showed that damage increased 
with seed velocity III the loan-phase trinls but that n11 measures of 
damage for the dense-phase condition studied were either lower 
than or near the minimum vltInes for the lelln-phuse l"lll1ge exumined. 

Generally speaking, fluidized or dense-phase trnnsport as defined 
here seems entirely feasible for conveying free-flowing seeds at low I' 

velocity through flexible, small-pipe systems without damnge. .J 

INTRODUCTION 

Seed Handling 

Handling of seed during cleaning, treating, and storing is a major 
part of seed processing. Seed may be handled as few as three times 
111 a one-machine, farm seed-cleaning flant or m<J.t·e than a dozen times 
in plants equipped with a full line o. processing and treating equip
ment. Generally, seed is handled less III multistory buildings than 111 

Isingle-story buildings. In the former, seed is elevated to storage bins 
located high above the ground so the seed can flow by gravity through 
several mnchines pln.ced in series below the bins. In single-story 
buildings, seed must be elevated ench time it pnsses through a machine. 

ReqUIrements for efficient seed handling vary with the type of 
Gperationnud seed purity, but in nIl seed processing-and particularly 
certified seed-it is important to have a system that will elevate and 
convey seed without dnmage and mixing, that can be clenned nnd I 

.inspected easily between lots, nnd thnt has suitable cnpncity to fit into 
a processing sequence. 

The seed industry uses mllny methods of seed handling, which range 
from hnndling sacks by hand to automatic \)ushbutton-controlled 
pnenmntic systems. Handling methods general y used cnn be divided 
mto two classes: (1) mecha.nical and (2) pneumatic. Mechnnicnl 
operations include mnnually handling sacks and moving with.a hand
truck, mechnnicnl conveying equipment such as screw augers, belts, 
bucket elevntors, nnd forklift trucks with pallets or tote boxes. 
Pneumatic operations include vnrious systems operating above or 
below ntmospheric pressure. 

A good feature of mechanical conveyors is the relntively low power 
required for operntion. The chief objection to many mechnnical 
Ul11ts is theh· inability to be cleaned thoroughly between seed lots, 
which may cause mixing or contnmination of seeds. This is a serious 
m!ttter when the seed being handled has strict purity requirements as 
do certified seed nnd seed specially bred for dlsense resistnnce, insect 
resistance, and high yield. 

Properly designed pneumatic systems offer the ndvantage of easy, 
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effective cleanout between lots since pneumatic systams can be purged 
with air as needed. However, a disadvantage of pneumatic convey
ing is damage to some seeds caused by their striking conveying pipe 
elbows..and cyclones while traveling at the high velocity required to 
convey the seeds in the airstream. 

The Fluidizing Process 
In an effort to find a handling method that would prevent seed 

damage and mixing, a survey was made of conveying systems uSed in 
other industries. A pneumatic system called. fluidized· conveying 
employed by the flour, cement, ceramic, and chemical industries 
offered encouraging possibilities. Reportedly, this system moved 
fine particles in It fluidized state at low velocity with high solid-to-air 
ratios. In this sense, fluidized refers to a mass of solid particles 
permeated with air Imd show~n~ fluidlike properties. . 

The phenomenon of a flUIdIzed bed can be demonstl'ltted readIly 
with a small container having a porous membrane at, the bottom. 
When air is introduced through the bottom, a contained mass of solid 
particles expnnds and acts, to It lnr~e extent. like a liquid. The upper 
surface becomes level, air bubbles rIse through the particles nnd burst, 
and the fluidized bed permits objects to sink that would remain on 
the surfnce without aeration of the mass. 

Many references in the litera.ture point out that the main use of 
fluidizing has been in the field of chemical engineering, particularly 
in petroleum-cracking processes to obtain gaso]me 11Ild other products 
(3,13,20, .'37).1 Its value here is to provide fluidized beds of catalyst, 
which accelerate chemical reactions, improve heat-transfel' properties 
between oil vapor and catalyst, and yield uniform temperature distI'i
bution in the process. Outside the petroleum industry, the fluid-bed 
technique hns been used to good advantage in many fields such ns 
roasting ores and calcining lImestone (14, p. 14), drying wheat (18,9, 
p. (25), drying easily damaged potato granules (l86, p. !'J32), and 
feeding fissionable fuel in nuclear reactors (37, p. 41). 

The application of fluidizing to pneumatic transport of materials 
has rece~ved less nttention aild has been restricted primarily to finely 
ground particles like powders. 'Vithin the cracking- units, fluidized 
catalyst is recirculated from regenerator to reactor (14, p. n). In 
the coramics industry, fluidized clay has been transported at solid-ail' 
ratios of 100: 1 (!9, 1)" .'367), and a British system reports fluidized 
conveying of powders and chemicals in a batch process over long 
distances (10,1).181). Powdered conI was moved at solid-ail' ratios 
of 200: 1 through a 58-foot rnn (l8, p. 78.'18), and some flour-conveying 
systems employed a type of fluidized tmnsport (38, p. 80). Fluidized 
conveying- of wheat has been reported, but air velocities employed 
were 1'<!iatively high-near that requil'pd fol' eOllventional f'onveying 
(1!13 j p, 349 ). 

;\ special lise of fluidizing in matet~ia I tra nspOl't employs an ail" 
ehamber and porous membrane, like canvas, as the bottom of a con
veying trough tilted slio-htly from the horizontal. Air passing up 
through the, membrane tfllidtzes the pl'odud, which then flows down
hill by gravity (~O, p.1f8). 

t Italic Illllnbers In part:mthesell refer to Selected References, p. 40. 
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Since most of the published fluidization work and applications 
delll with mllterials of small particle size, tests with seeds were under
taken by the U.S. Department of Agriculture in coopemtion with the 
Oregon Agricultural Experiment Station. Results hnve shown gen
erally that conrse prodllcts like agricultuml seeds can be fluidized, 
but not as effectively as powders. Also, a pneumatic tmnsport sys
tem for seeds has been dp.veloped that shows dlllracteristics of fluidized 
conveying; namely, low solids velocity, high sc·lid-air rotio, and a 
flowing seed mass that pOSGe$Ses a large degree of mobility or fluidity. 

Many seed-conveying trials were conducted in smllll-diitmeter pipes 
(112, 1, fllld 1% inches), but all cl\n be classified as either dense-phase 
or Jean-phase conveying. In dense-phnse triuls, the seed flows at a 
low velocity in !l loosely compacted, aerated muss that fully occupies 
the pipt) iu some parts of the nlll and moves in recurrent slug form 
in other pltrts. Seed movement in lenn-phase trials is similar to ordi
nary pneumntic tmnsport of solids i that. is, nir uud seed velocjtjes ure 
relutively high, and concentmtion of seed in the Ilirstreum is low.' 

According to the literature, pneumutic tmnsport of solids in the 
dense phuse as defined here has receiv'ed litt.le 01" no attention. In 
fud, the onset of "slugging" or blocking in transport lines usually 
is en,use for concem s.ince it defines 11. limiting condition for most pneu
mat.ic conveying. Figure 1 illustrates the narrow working range 
between blocknge and dumuge, us discussed by Segler (31, p. 71), 
which is a Iimitution of ordinary pneumutic conveying. In contrast, 
the dense-phuse conveying reported here not only opens up much of 
the so-called bloekuge urea for transport purposes but I\]so locates 
the operation in It region of the grnph farther removed from damage. 

ScOpe of This Investigation 

This investigntion consisted of the design, construction, and test 
evn'luntion of It pneunmtic seed conn'yor thnt would

1. 	Convey ensily injured seed nt a relntively low velocity without 
damage. 

2. 	Be capnble of easy nnd thOl"OUgh clennout. 
3. 	Possess conveying capncity grent enough to supply seed

proce..«sing mnchines. 

4, Offer continuous ruthet' thlln bntch flow. 

5. 	PI"O\'ide simple, flexible transport rllns. 
6. Eliminate need for ('yclones lit end of t'un. 

Fluidized 01: dense-phase trnnsport of seed nppelU"ed to meet all 
these requirements; therefore, it. wus studied in some detail. Engi
neering performance datn were obtained, first to evnluate the seed
Illtndling potential of sueh n system, and second to form a basis for 
making design reeommendntions for other similar systems. In most 
cases, companion trinls of .Ielln-phnse transport were conducted in the 
sallie system fOI' ()ompnrison. The results hjlVe been used to esbtblish 
theintet"l"ellltions of eapncity, power requil'ement', Ilit· pressure, airflow, 
seed ,relocity, solid-ai.· ratio, and seed di1lllnge. 

" 
.. 
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FIGURE I.-The safe working area in ordinary pneumatic conveying. From 
Segler (31, p. 71). 

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS 

Air and Power Supply 

Com-eying air was supplied by It robu'y, positive-displacement 
blower. Typically, blowers of this type deliver a low volume output 
against, relatively high PI"Cf;Sll res ; compared to centrifugal and pro
peller fans, blower output \"aries only slightly with pressure change. 
The unit employed showed It rating of 42 c.f.m. at '7 p.s.i.g. when oper
ating at 1,200 t·.p.m. 

Since it was nnportallt" that [tir supply be constnnt in replicated 
tTials, blower speed was lIIeasmecl by stl"Ol.>oscope and tachometer and 
('ontL"OlIed with a nll'iable shl~a rc t L'llllsmission. 

The blower wns driven with "lV' seetion belts by a 5-h.p., 220-volt 
electric motor. ~\('tual power requirements for the blower drive were 
determined with an indllstl'ial llllalyzet·, which measured electrical 
power with a polyphase wattmeter. 

Com-eying air fL"OIIl the blower WtlS di\"i(led and supplied to the 
t I'anspoli; run through fWo lines, as shown in figure 2. The main line 
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FlOURE 2.-Schemntic sketch of USDA fluidized sccd conveyor. 
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led to the airlock and consisted of Ph-inch pipe in which a check 
valve was located to 'pre\-ent any seed backup into the blower. An 
auxiliary line composed of %·inch rubber hose bypassed the airlock 
and supplied air to the conveying line througIl a rotameter at a point 
3 feet downstream from the aIrlock. A %-inch gate valve was located 
in the auxiliary line to control Ilir flow and was equipped with a cir
cular scale to show the opening of the valve shaft in degrees. 

Seed Supply and Transport 

Seed was supplied to the conveying line by a rotary airlock (some
times called a star feeder). An airlock or some other type of air
sealing unit is needed when a product is to be introduced continuously 
into relatively high-pressure atmosphere. Vnrious schemes are used 
to accomplish thIS kind of solids fel;}ding (~7), but rotary airlooks 
probably nre most common because they are simple, readily available, 
and effective at pressure differentials up to 10 p.s.i. All alrlocks leak 
some air in operation becnuse of necessary clearances between rotor 
nnd housing and because each compartment traps and exhausts high
pressure air. The unit in this study had 12 yanes and was of "blow
through" construction where the supply air fasses through the bottom 
section of the look. With the use of a spee( reducer, the airlock rota
tion was fixed at 42 r.p.m. for all trials. 

In dense-phase conveying, a hopper feeding the airlock was kept full 
so that the seed head wns reasonnbly constant and so thnt ample seed 
stock was a\'nilnble for the characteristic surge cycling typicnl qf 
feeding as well as nctual transport. In lean-phase conveYll1g, the 
hOI?pet.: disch.arge was metered to the airlock as a means of regulating 
solId-all' ratIo. 

The conveying run wus 56 feet of l%-inch aluminum tubing includ
ing four 1)0° elbows of 12-inch radius. At fiye points in the run, short 
sections of gluss tubing were inserted to provide visibility, us shown 
in figure R. All joints were butted und held by radiator hose and 
('lnmps. 

Air Measurement 

Velocity and yolume measurements of the conveying air required 
special techniques because air movement, through the system wus rela
tively slow and pulsating. 

Air velocity wns determined at the outlet of the seed coUector after 
see.d had dropped from the airstream. A propeller anemometer was 
used to measure. pUlsating airflow because it provided a cumulative 
reading over the teRt period from which an average figure could be 
computed. Inaccuracy of the anemometer that might be expected at 
low rendings was minimized by recalibrating it several times agniuRt 
a sensitive heated-thermocouple unit in low-velocity air moyement. 

Air velocity at the collector outlet was used to compute the total 
\Tolume of air actually transporting tIle seed. This air volume also 
pl'o\Tided a means of computing air velocity in the lo/g-iuch transport 
line which could not be measured directly because of entrained seed. 
(Air volume and "elocity are based on gross pipe areas.) 

7371--636 0-64--2 

III 
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( 

• 
FIGURE 3.-USDA. fluidized seed conyeyor. showing blow-through rotary airlock, 

auxiliary air intrOduction, and part of the \:i6-foot run of l%-inch transport line. 
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The portion of the total conveying air that WitS supplied through 
the auxililtry airline was measured by using a rotameter eq,uipped 
with II. linear scale. A large-capacity unit wns employed to mmimize 
the amplitude of fl0l1t cyc1mg due t.o pulsatin~ flow. Since rotameter 
readings tend to be high undel' these conditIons, the rotameter was 
calibrated against the heated thermocouple Itnd also against the pro
peller anemometer in pulsating flow (1, p. 5). 

A {>ressure gage and 11 thermometer were used to determine ail' char
ucterlstics at the rotameter and system discharge so that airflow 
measurements could be corrected to staudard pressure-temperature 
conditions and thereby be compared sensibly. All air volumes 11re 
reported as standurd cubic feet per minute (s.c.f.m.). 

A sling psychrometer was used to determine ambient air conditions. 

Conveying Capacity and Materials Transported 

To determine cOIweying capll.city, seed transported in. 11 mensured 
time intervnl ,,,as collected and weighed to the nell rest tenth of a pound 
on 1\ small platform scale. 

Most. of the cOllveying tests were conducted with It high-qUl\lity lot 
of crimson dovel' thllt. showed nn initial germination of 93.2 percent. 
High gel'mination was desil'llble because this would indicate a .lot that 
was uniform and that should show damage readily. Additional seed 
damage trials were conducted with navy beans (California Small 
'Whites) that had an initin,} germination of 93.8 percent. Other types 
of seed handled in brief conveying trials were lotus, red clover, vetch, 
beets, parsnips, l\'ltlt fescue, pens, and large garden beans. Peas and 
lentils for foodstuffs also were transported. 

Seed Damage 

In It study of seed damage, fract.ions of the high-quality lots were 
dyed, mixed with cnrrier seed for conveying trials, nnd transported to 
the collector. The seed lot then was cup sampled as it. was run out of 
the collector and was reduced further in It chaffy grass splitter to about 
one-fourth pound. AU dyed seeds (whole an(i pieces) were removed 
from this quantity by hand and weighed by allalyticnl balance. Seed 
germination tests were conducted in high-humidity cabinets with 
temperature control. 

PROCEDURE 

.., Test procedures were prepared and followed for dense-phase con
veying trials, lean-phase conveying trials, constant capacity tests, seed 
velocity determinations, and seed damage evaluations. Three men 
composed the test crew. Two were stationed at the feed end of the 
system (ground level), one was locnted at the discharge of the rUll 
(third floor), and ('ommllllicntion was maintained by intercoms. 

Dense-Phase Conveying 

Seed transpOlt in the dense phase was obbtined by providing a stock
pile of seed in tlle hopper feedmg the airlockso that seed was available 
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as neeqed for th~ surge flow t~pical of this. operation. Fou~·le,:els of. 
conveymg capacIty were provIded by varymg the valve settmg m the 
auxiliary air line, and four or six replicated triaJs were carried out at 
each capacity level. Blower speeds were brought to 1,100 r.p.m. (un
loaded) before each run. Items measured during the run were seed 
transported, time of run, electrical-power consumption, line air pres
sure, air velocity at the collector discharge, auxiliary air valve opening, 
and auxiliary au·flow. These quantities were used to compute convey
ing capacity; horsepower; velocity, volume, and weight of conveying 
air; solid-air ratio; nnd percentage of total conveymg air that wns 
auxiliary. . 

Lean-PhllSe Conveying 

The procedure for lean-phase trials was similar to that for dense
phase except that the different levels of conveying capacity were ob
tained by varying the rate of introducing seed to the system, and no 
auxiliary air was used. Four replicnted trials were conducted at each 
capacitv level, and blower speeds were standardized at 1,400 r.p.m. 
(unloaded) before each run. 

Constant Capacity, Variable Air Tests 

A special study of dense-phase conveying was conducted where dif
ferent airflow rates were employed while capacity was held constant 
at 1,500 (±65) pounds per hour. Blower speeds and auxiliary air 
valve settings were adjusted to provide different auxiliary airflow 
rates as imlicated by the rotameter. Four replicated trials were carried 
out nt each condition of airflow, and the snme readings were made as 
described in the procedure for dense-phase conveying. 

Seed Velocity Determinations 

Average seed velocity in the conveying line was determined by a pro
cedure outlined by Segler (81, p. 159), which requires knowledge only 
of conveying capacity and the seed weight per foot of run. Then, by 
It simple mathematical relation: 

V.=~, where V.=seed velocity, in feet per minute 
L O=conveying capacity, in pounds per minute 

WL=seed weight per foot of run, in pounds per 
foot 

Also, WL = 'iT where WT=total seed weight in run, in pounds 
L=length of run, in feet 

OL
So, V·=W 

T 

Conveying capacity was determined by measuring time and weigh
ing transported seed in each trial; length of run was fixed in all trIals 
at 56 feet. The total weight of seed in the lil1e at any instant was 
found by abruptly diverting the sup{lly nir to atmosphere through 
tL special relief valve, and then collectmg and weighing the seed thus 
deposited in the line. 
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Seed 	Damage Evaluations 

Seed damage tests for crimson clover were carried out in conjunc
tion with the dense- and lean-phase conveying trials, and separate 
damage tests were. conducted for beans. 

Clover test lots were made up so that about 10 percent of the con
veyed stock was dyed, high-germination seed. At a given capacity 
level, three replications were obtained with the same carrier lot by 
adding red seed first, then green, and finally violet. After the first 
l·eplicated trial, the transported lot was sampled and red seed extracted 
as described earlier. Green seed then was added for the second repli
cation and extracted for analysis, as was violet seed for a third repli
cation. This procedure was repeated for each of four capacity levels 
in the dense-phase trials and four in the lean-phase trials. An analysis

• 	 of red 'seed remaiuing in the carrier lot after three replications made it 
possible to determine the cumulative effect of repeat passes through 
the system. . 

No breakage was evident in these trials with crimson clover; there
fore, damage and conveying severity were evaluated only in terms of 
seed germination. 

An addit.ional damage study"Wus conducted with beuns where de
liberate efforts were made to mduce seed damage at some operating 
.levels. ~<\'ir velocity was varied from low to the highest possible in 
this system, feed rate WIIS low, and u metal impact plate was fixed in 
the collector so that llll beans struck it. The sallle schemel blending 
a small quuntity of dyed, high-germination seed with a carrIer lot and 
then extracting the colored seed for evaluating damage, was used. 
One condition of dense-phase and .five conditions of lean-phase con
veying were examined, and each condition was replicated twice. 
Transported lots were cup sampled and then split further on the 
chaffy grass divider. About 500 colored beans and fragments were 
analyzed finally for breakage and germination. 

Seed samples were taken before conveying, after passage through 
the airlock, and nfter the complete conveying process, in an effort to 
measure the l)ortiolls of the total damage dne to airlock action and to 
actnal transport. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Dense-Phase Operation 
." Dense-phase cOI1\'eying results for crimson clove,· lire sumnlllrized 

in table 1, and illustrate how performance varied when the auxiliary 
air valve was opened. As seen in figure 2, the auxiliary valve was 
in an air line that bypassed the airlock, which allowed 111gh-pressllre 
air to be supplied directly to the seed-conveying line. 

Figure 4 presents some of the data for dense-phase conveying. 
The capacity and airflow trends are similar, showing an increase in 
value with auxiliary air v!llve opening. A leveling-of!' tendency indi
cates that greate1· valve openings become increasingly less effect.ive. 
The pronounced likeness of the auxiliary and total air curves is 
reasonable since at all test conditions auxiliary .:tirflow represented 
7'0 percent or more of the total airflow. ("Total" flow refers to air 
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'rAUL}; l.-Rcs'ults Of del1Jje-l)lw~e conveying fests with <JriqnsO'n clover at four capacity l.evels 1 
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~ 

Conveying capacity S/A ratio Auxiliary air 
Seed Total (pounds seed Pres- Pres

in Seed Power Air air Air per minute: sure nt sure drop 

Pounds ])ounds system 2 velocity velocity volume a weight pounds air Valve Percent- blower per 


per hour per per minute) opening age of outlet foot 6 


minute 
 total 4 ... 
~ 
go 
eLb. per 

Lb. F.p.m. Hp. F.p·r>?. S.c·l·m. min. Degree8 Pct. P.8.i.g. P.8.i.g.
338__________ 5.6 15.9 20 3. 9 365 5.~ O. 38 14. 7 1 250 72 7Y. O. 138 d 
891.. ________ 14.9 11. 1 75 3. 6 685 9. 9 .71 20. 9 1 320 100 7 .125 ~ 
1,527 ________ 25.5 7. 9 185 3.3 1,340 19.3 1. 40 18.3 1 450 83 6~ .112
1,713 ________ 28. 6 6. 7 252 3. 0 1, 700 24. 5 1. 77 16.2 1 720 88 5~ .098 ~ 

1 Averages of 4 to 6 replications. 4 By volume, corrected to standard pressure-temperature 
2 Total seed in system at any instant. conditions. ~ 
S Air doing the conveying; corrected to standard pressure 5 Average linear pressure drop over whole run. 

temperature conditions. 
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FLUIDIZED CONVEYING OF SEED 13 

doing the actual conveying and does not include leakage through t.he 
airlock.) 

Similar capacity trends might have been obtained if total air were 
increased by means other than opening the auxiliary air valve. How
ever, even though higher blower speed tended to increase blower out
put, it also produced a greater pressure di fferential across the airlock 
which, in turn, caused more air leakage and feeding difficulties. Since 
the airlock imposed limitations at the higher operating pressures, it 
proved desirable to bypass !1 substantilllamount of the air.around the 
airlock.. This technique effectively lowered system 'pressures, reduced 
air leakage and power requirements, and improved feeding character
istics-all without sacrifice in conveying capacity. Because of its 
demonstrated importance, introduction of auxiliary air was studied 
later in more detnil. (See figs. 7 and 8.) 
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Capacity ..,------
101.500 30 

Total air 
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AUXILIARY AIR VALV.E OPENING (DEGREES) 

FIGURE 4.-Efrect ot auxiliary air valve opening in dense-phase conveying ot 
crimson clover. Each point Is an average ot 4 or 6 replications. 

Additional performance data for dense-phase com'eying of crimson 
clover are presented in figure 5. "Then capacity increased as shown, 
air pressure and power requirement dropped, seed \'elocity increased, 
and solid-air ratio climbed to a maximum and then decreased. The 
tendency for }Jl'essure to drop as capacity incrensed is noteworthy 
because it departs from the usual pattern in pneumatic con\'~ying. 
~This phenomenon is discussed later in connection with fig. 8, and It 
more complete power-capacity relation is shown in fig. 12.) 

Since an increase in air rate was associated with an incn~ase in 
c!lpacity, it is reasonable that seed velocity, too, should increase as 
indicated ill figure 5. Actual \"!llues of seed ,'elocity, however, are 
l"elutivelylow-250 f.p.m. and below. 

Solid-:tir euleulationsrefiect the lUIIOIlIlt. of solids Iaallllled per ullit 
!lmOlmt of air. .As used specifically in this study, the solid-air (S/A) 
mtio indicates the pounds of seed per minute transported by 1 pound 
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of air per minute. Since these are weight rates (constant mass flow)] 
the air component in anyone test setup is unaffected by J.>ressure and 
temperature changes that occur as air moves from the lugh-pressure 
region (blowor output) to atmosphere (pipe discharge). Air weight 
itself was calculated by using the speclfic volume of air at the plpe 
discharge which was essentially at standard conditions. 
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FIGUIII: 5.-Some performance characteristics in dense-pbase conveying of 
crimson clover. Each point is an average of 4 or 6 replications. 

The distinct hump in the SIA-ratio curve in figure 5 is likely due to 
the fact that flow in the dense-phase trials began with a "slugged" or 
packed pipt'o At this time when the seed mass was very dense, a rela
tively small movement of solids occurred at a given airflow rate. 
(Seed velocities are Jow, as shown.) This tends to produce a low SIA 
figure, as indicated for the minimum-capacity trial. At a larger air
flow rate, the seed mass became less dense, or more fluidlike in lts flow 
properties, and the solids rate increased more proportionately than the 
air ratehthus producing a greater SIA figure.' At the higher capacity 
levels, t e dense-phase concept of seed transport in a mass is less applI
cable because the "slugs" of seed are taster movin~, more permeated 
by air, and not as sharply defined. Resistance to alrflow is lower, and 
aIr rates increase more readily than solids rates. This suggested inter
relation of solids and air rates is supported by the slopes of the capacity 
and air curves in figure 4, where capacity appears to climb more 
sharply than air at first and also levels off more rapidly than air IlS 

the auxiliary valve .is opened more. 
From a practical standpoint, figure 5 indicates that the best operat

ing conditIOn is at the highest capacity level examined, because power 
requirements and pressures are least at this point. A possible limi
tation here. is seed velocity-damage considerations; however, these 
velocities, although highest for the dense-pllllse transport, were not 
great enough to damage the clover test lots. (Velocity-damage rela
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FLUIDIZED CONVEYING OF SEED 15 

tions for crimson clover, beans, and other seeds are discussed in a sepa
rate section. ) 


Lean-Phase Operation 


For direct comparison with dense-phase conveying, lean-phase trials 
were carried out ill the same system. Lean-phase transport is similar 
to typical pneumatic conveying, particularly in terms of higher seed 
velocIties. Different capacIty levels were obtained by :varying the rate 
of introducing seed to the system, and test results are summarized in 
table 2. No auxiliary air was used in these trials and blower speed was 
held essentially constant. The only changes in air rate were those 
caused by varying resistance to airflow that took place as seed-intro
duction rates were changed. 

Some of the data for the lean-phase trials are presented in fi~re 
6, in which the same coordinates. are used as in figure 5. A comparIson 
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FIGURE 6.-Some performance characteristics in lean-phase com'eying of crimson 
clover. Each point is an average of 4 replications. 

of the two plots shows opposite trends for pressure, power, and seed
velocity curves. In the lean-phase transport (fig. 6), pressure and 
power increase with ca:pacity, as might be expected. The indicated 
l"ise in SfA ratio also lS logical because, as the solids-flow rate in
creased, the airflow rate decreased. This is different from dense-phase 
transport (figs. 4: and 5), where both solids rates and air rates in
creased with capacity. (Uore information on pressure variations and 
airflow rates for lean-phase conveyin~ is presented in figure 9. Also, 
a power-capacity relation is shown in fig. 12.) 

Since the data in table 2 for lean-phase conveying were obtained 
by starting with an arbitrary airflow and an uncharged system, the 

737-636 Q-......64-3 
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TABLE 2.-Remlts 0/ leoJn-plllue COfWeybng tuts with tmmsOfl, clover at /OtJ,r capacity7HueZ, 1 

BfA ratioConveying capacity I(pounds Prellliure Pre88ure 
Power Air Total air Air seed per at drop

Seed in Seed 
Pounds system 2 velocity velocity volume a weight minute: blower per ~ 

Pounds pounds air outlet foot • ... 
per per per minute) w 

hour minute C/O 
Q 

F.p.m. Hp. F.p.m. S.c·l·m. Lb. per min. P .•. i.,. P .•. i.,.
Lb. ~ 

4,400 63. 3 4. 64 4. 1 1 1~ 0.0341,125 _______ 18. 8 O. 48 2, 125 2.1 !'J8.9 1 2~ .0452,225 _______ 37.1 1.27 1,585 2.4 3,960 57.0 4. 17 
3. 84 14. 6 1 3~ .0583,365 _______ 56.1 2. 40 1,255 2. 7 3,640 52.4 
3.45 22.7 1 4}~ .076 

4,695__ - -- -- 78. 3 4. 16 1,015 3. 2 3,265 47. 0 ~ 
a Air doing the conveying; corrected to 8tandard pressure

I Averages of 4 replications. ~ temperature conditions.
2 Total seed in system at any instant. • Average linear pressure drop over whole run. 
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measured air velocities at a given seed-introduction rate probably were 
greater than needed simply to convey seed at that rate. For examl?le, 
air velocity. dropped to 3,265 f.p.m. for the maximum-ca'pacity trIal, 
but was stIll great enough to sustain seed movement. TIllS points out 
thatlesser capacities also could have been accommodated at 3,265 f.p.m. 
although measured air velocities for lower capacities were greater. 
However, lean-phase operation at this low velocity was unstable, ap
proachin.g the slugged condition of dense-phase operation. Seed 
velocity in the lowest capacity trial was the highest observed for con
veying clover (2,125 f.p.m.). A comparable figure for flax seed at the 
same capacity was determined by 1Vood and Bailey (35, p.153) to be 
about 2,500 f.p.m. (An air-speed velocity relation is presented in 
fig. 10.) 

Dense-Phase Conveying at a Constant Capacity Level and 
Variable Airflow Rates 

Since adjustment of the auxiliary air valve had proved critical in 
dense-phase conveying, it was examined in 1\ separate study which is 
summarized in table 3. Capncity was held nenrly constnnt nt 1,500± 
65 pounds per hour, and the nuxiliary valve setting and blower speeds 
were varied as needed to obtllin It series of Iluxiliary airflow rntes. 

. The pressure curve (fig. 7) decreases logically with increases in 
uuxiliaryair because the Ilir rate was increased by opening the auxiliary 
valve and thereby lessening the restriction to Ilirflow in this line. 
The grellter auxiliary flow tended to move seed out of the vertical 
riser nnd to lower the total system resistance, thereby encouraging 
more total airflow. (Total air is not shown in fig. 7, but it would 
exhibit. the snme trend, essentinlly, as auxiliary air, since Iluxilinry 
air represented 70 percent or more of the total airflow in all trials.) 
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TABLE a,-Results of dense-phase C01IIIJeying teats with crimllO'n clover at a cOMtam capacity level and 'Variable 

ai't'{llr.D rates 1 
 I 

" tIS 

Conveying capacity 8fA ratio Auxiliary air 
~ 

Seed Total (pounds seed Pres- Pres
in Seed Power Air air Air per minute: sure at sure drop ~ 

Pounds Pounds system 2 velocity velocity volume I weight pounds air Valve Percent- blower per 

-
Z

per hour per per minute) opening age of outlet foot I 

minute total 4 
Co:I 
c.. 
o 

» Lb. per 
Lb. F.p.m. Hp. F.p.m. S.c·l·m. min. Degreu Pet. P.,.il!' ~ 

1,555 ________ P·,S!;!·
25.9 9. 9 147 4.3 890 12.8 0.928 27.9 1 360 100 O. 52 ~ 1,435 ________ 24. 0 8. 5 158 3.4 1,250 18.0 1. 305 18.4 1 450 87 6~ .120 

1,535___• ____ 25. 4 7.6 187 3.1 1,460 21. 0 1. 522 16.7 1 540 88 6 .107 ~ 1,485 ________ (e)24. 8 7.0 198 . 2.3 1,800 25.9 1. 878 13.2 1 78 4 .072/ ~ 
I Averages of 4 replications. 4 By volume, corrected to standard pressure-temperature ;J 

2 Total seed in system at any instant. conditions. 

I Air doing the conveying; corrected to !\tandard pressure 5 :~,jierage linear pressure drop over wnole run. 


temperature conditions. e Fuh; also, main supply restricted some. 
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Less resistance to airflow meant smaller power requirements, as 
shown in figure 7, and later in figure 11. Seed velocity increases 
because total conveying air rate (and therefore air velocity) increases 
as auxiliary air increases. 

Solid-air ratios might be expected to drop with auxiliary air as 
indicated because the solids-fiow Tate remained nearly constant while 
airflow rates increased. 

The'characteristic S-shape of the power, pressure, andS/A curves 
can be explained, partially at least, by the fact that the actual convey
ing capacity was not exactly the same for all tests. For example, m 
the second trial actual capacity (at 15.6 s.c.f.m.) was less than 1,500 
PQunds per hour, .and in the third trial more than 1,500 pounds per 
hour. Fi~re 7 shows that in the S/A curve, to cite one case, a higher 
second pomt Ilnd -lower third point would have produced an S/A 
plot more nearly linear with auxiliary air. 

The general similarity in shape of the curves for power, pressure, 
and S/A ratio suggests that power and pressure values for a test 
condition are influenced strongly by the SfA ratio of that condition. 
In a larger sense, this S/A relation may be thought of, generally, as 
a density index or a measure of induced fluidity in the seed mass. 
'Vrt,h tIllS in mind, the highest S/A values of the study indicate rela
tively Iowfiuidity or mobility of the seed mass, and low S/A values 
suggest great flUldity and ensy movement of the seed. Such an anal
YSIS is supported by the trends shown in figUl"e 7, where the fourth 
trial (at 20.2 s.c.f.m.) produced seed movement so readily that it ap
proached lean-phase conveying. 

The practical value of figure 7 is to illustrate that best operating 
conditions for a. given capacity involve the largest amounts of auxiliary 
air that can be tolerated. This means lower operating costs, less air 
leakage, and better feeding conditions. However"a possible limita
tion js high seed velocity with resultant damage, and possible "break
over" i!lto lean-phase conveying where velocity-damage problems are 
more hkely. 

Pressure Drops in Dense- and Lean-Phase Conveying 

In any conduit through which a fluid is flowing, there is a continu
ous loss of head or pressure. The pressme-drop characteristic was 
Elxamined for dense-phase conveying of crimson clover and is presented 
in figure S. 'Yhen auxiliary air was introduced as shown, the average 
pressure drol) per foot of conveying run decreased with increase in 
capacity. T lis is opposite to the usual l)reSSUre-capacity relation 
expected .in typical pneumatic transpOlt and to the results for lean
phase conveying shown in fi,!nlre 9. 

The ordinary concepts of fluid flow are not directly applicable to 
dense-phase com-eying because this form of materia] transport prob
ably is classified best in a region between fluid flow and the movement 
of a solid. In typical slug-flow of dense-phase conveying, the seed 
movement is not continuous but follows an irregular cyc1e where 
slugs of seed are forming, moving, and dissipating throughout the 
pipe run. Actual movement takes place when air pressure builds 
up enong-h to impart momentum to any slug. This pneumatic pro
pe.lling force acts only for a sh(,rt time because pressure drops rapidly 
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as the slug is moved downstrenm. However,pressure again builds 
up as new slugs lorm, nnd cycle recurs in the form of repented 
pneumatic boosts. 
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}'lGURE 8.-Pressure-cupacity relations in dense-pbase conveying of crimson 
clover. Each point is un average of 4 or 6 replications. Square llOints are 
pressure drops from constant capacity tests (fig. 7). 
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If the seed slugs ill dense-phase conveying were definite and non" 
changing in chln'acter, the typicnl slug flow might be analyzed from 
a friction standpoint, with some justification, as though each slug 
represented a solid cylinder. On this basis, seed movement would 
take place when the static friction of a stationary seed plug was over
come by the application of pneumatic force. Once started, the seed 
plug would continue in motion l1nt.il kinetic friction exceeded the 
moving force. 

However, the seed slug is not It solid, unchan~ng substance. It 
contains an appreciable amount of void space and can be permeated 
readily by air. The effects of air bleeding through tIle seed mass 
are to decrense bulk density, "lubricate" themnss, Ilnd produce a degree 
of fluidity. Because of this fluidity, the seed slug is a mobile, chang
ing thing that shows some characteristics of both a solid 11Ild a fluid. 
Th~ reduction of pressure drop with increase in capacity (shown in 

.fig. 8 for dense-phase conveying) is logical when it is realized that the 
seed. movement can begin from a slugged condition. "Then this hap
pens, initial cllpacity figures will be low; and since resistance to air
flow through the de!lse seed muss is relatively great, maximum sys
tem pressures will be high. 'Vhen inh'oduction of auxiliary air is 
incrensed, the seed mass becomes less dense (more fiuidlike) and is 
easily permeatecl by air. Since seed can now flow more readily, 
capacity increases while l'esistance to airflow decreases, as shown III 
figure 8. 

At the upper levels of capacity, the pressure-drop curve falls off 
more Shllll)]y-an indication that the "break-over" point is being ap
proached where dense-phase conveying changes to lean flow and where 
pressures are generally lower. Also in this region, auxiliary uir 
rates climb steepl)'-an indication that seed charge in the line IS de
cl'easing. (This is l'eflected too, in the decl'easing S/A ratio of fig. 5.) 
~otal ~irflow, if plotted, again would show the same trend as auxil
mry !ur. 

The pressure-capacity relation suggested in fi~lre 8 is influenced 
greatly by rate of l\Uxiliary airflow. The plotted sfluare point!; l-ep
resent pressure drops per foot obtained in foul' operatmg conditions of 
the constantcapftcity, variable ail, test shown in table 3. These 
pressure-drop figures are included in figure 8 to emphasize that any 
of these square point values, or others, might haye been obtained (aU 
at the fixed capacity of 1,500 pounds per hOlll') depending on the 
amonnt of auxiliary air introduced. If the snme type of anxlliary air 
study had been pedormed at each capacity level shoym in figure 8 (as 
it was for 1,500 pounds per hour), a family of pressure-drop curves 
coulcl haye been plotted somewhat as illustrated by- the sholt dashed 
lines, each of which represents a different auxiliary airflow. The 
slopes of these curves are not InlOwn, but each would. pass through 
one of the square points shown. The conclusion to be drawn here is 
that different pressUl'e-capaeity relations can be obtained hy employ
ing di.tfl'l·ent auxiliary air rates, an at a fixed capacity. Each point 
of the pressure-drop cUlTein figure 8 applies only to the anxilittry 
ail' rate indicated at that capacity . 

To prm'ide the lowest possible pressure (hop per foot at any capa
city level, it is advisnble to operate with the highest auxiliary-air rate 
tlwt call be tolemted. 'I'he limiting air !'ate again w.ill be dictatecl by 
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-possible "break-over" into lean-phase conveying and resultant high
velocity seed-damage considerations. 

FigUl-e \} represents a relation of average lineal pressure drop, total 
airflow, and capacity in lean-phase transport of crimson clover. The 
increase in pressure drop (or h~ad loss) with increase in capacity is 
typical of ordinary'pneumtltic conveying and conforms genemlly to 
the laws of fluid frlction. The Darcy-Fanning equation for turbulent 
fluid .flm'. stutes: 

-where: h,=head loss, in feet 
f.=friction coefficient, dimensionless 

L=pipe length, in feet 
V=velocity, in feet per second 
D=internnl pipe dinmeter, in feet 
g=accelemtlOn of gmvity=32.17 feet per second 2 

The friction coetlicient, f, is n, function of Reynolds number which 

depends in l)!trt ul?on the viscosity of the fluid being considered. 

When seeds III v:u)'ll1g amounts are entrained in a moving airstream, 

the effect is to change the apparent viscosity makeup of the flowing 

seed-air mixture. As a result, fl'iction coetlicilmts also will change 

and might be expected to vary in the same geneml fashion as solid

ail' ratios. This thought is supported by the fact that an increase in 
 ."S/A ratio was accompanied by an increase in pressure drop over the 
whole system, as shown in figures 6 and 9. A related point here is 
that greater amounts of seed in the system act as added restrictions 
to airflow. 

Dabt in figure 9 were. obtained by fixing the blower speed initially, 
then varying the seed-intt'oduction rate. The indicated drop in air
flow is reasonable since mOl"e seed in the system (higher S/A ratio) .tends to reduce air velocity and volume from the standpoint of seed
acceleration requirements. Also, as the S/A ratio increased, the 
blower slowed down slightly and was ca]]ed upon to operate at greater 
pressures. Both factors reduce blower output. 

Figm"e 9 shows that the aidlow rate decreases as pressure increases. 
This appetU"S to contradict the general law pertaining to system char
a<;'tCl'istic curveFi, which states that resistance to airflow 1\1 a system 
vlu'ies directly as the square of the volume flow (anothel' form of the 
Darcy-Fanning eql1lltion). However, the dahl in figure 9 do not con
tradict this eoncept because each capacity level repl"esents It different 
S/A ratio, viscosity, and ft'iction coefficient. As a result, fom" system 
characteristic CUlTel:i could be established where each is appropdnte 
fOt" a given capacity and would demonstrate the typical parabolic in
crease in pressure with \"Olume flow. In this way, each seed
introduction rate produces a new system chnracteristie. The plotted 
pressUl"e drops in figure!) can be thought of then as single points, 
each from It difl'erent SystEilll characteristic curve. 

An interesting speculation is the. combined effect of seed density, 
S/A ralio, shape, and text\ll'e on the viscosity mnkeup of It seed
ah' mixtm·e. Onec this is known, flow p."operties and pl'eSSllre dmps 
ean be predicted fo." any seed-handling problem. The work reported 

http:gmvity=32.17
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here includes a brief study of one part of ille viscosity picture-that
of SIA ratio for crimson clover. 

The practical value of figure 9 is to show pressure-capacity rela
tions for lean-phase conveyin~ that are opposite in. trend to the results 
for dense-phase conveying (fig. 8), and to suggest the lowest airflow 
rates that will transport crimson clover seed in tIle lean phase. 

Seed and Air Velocities in Dense- and Lean.PhaSe Conveying 

The influence of air velocity on seed velocity for both dense- and 
lean-phase conveying trials are presented in figure 10 to provide !l 

gmphic comparison of the two methods. In both, seed velocity in
creases with ll1Cl~eaSe in ait· velocity, but the rate of change in the lean 
phase is much gl'eater, as noted by relative slopes of the. curves. Also, 
seed \·elocity and air velocity are much less for dense- than for lean
phase conveying. 

SO r-----------------_____-, 2,500 
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i= 
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AIR VELOCITY (FPM) 

... FIGURE lO.-The induence of air velocity on seed velocity in dense- and lean
phase conveying of crimson clover. Each point is an average of 4 or 6 
replications. 

There is a suggestion that the seed-velocity curves might have been 
continuous had greater velocities been attempted in dense-phase trials, 
or lesser velocities in lean-phase trials. However, either action would 
have involved opernting in an unstable region. The lowest measured 
seed velocity shown for lean-phase conveying (1,000 f.p.m.) checks 
well with a vertical chokin¥ yelocity of about 900 f.p.m. determined 
by Zenz for rape seed (36 (6), p.136). Zenz also noted that, horizontal 
settlil1f; \·elocity was identical to vertical choking velocity for particles 
of ulllform size but much greater for palticles of mixed size. 
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Ratios of seed velocity to nil' velocity nre plotted for both dense
(md lean-phase conveying. The ratios for dense phnso nre much 
lower, and the curVe appel\l's to be leveling off, whereas ratios for 
lean phaso nre incret1sing. In lean-phnse conveying, the rtltios show 
thltt tworageseed velocity ranges from about 31 to 48 percent of the 
air velocitYl but it is not known if the seeds had stopped nccelernting 
in the 56-toot run employed here. These figures aro interesting 
bocause of the varying estllnates that hn ve been mnde of this "slip
page" factor. Ric)lardson tU1cl McLeman (SO, p. ~(J8) fOllnd values 
of about 72 to 81 percent fOt, O.04-illch coal particles. With fhlX 
seed, 'Vood and 13ailey (85,1). ,Wl) detel'lliined 1\ figure of 50 percent 
for low seed-nil' concentration and 20 pet'cent for high seed-nil' con
c,ontmtioll. Seglet· (81, p. 103) wot'ked with wheat nnd found grnin 
\Telocity wus ubout one-thin} of the nil' yelocity. 

In the velocity compltrisons showil infigllre 10, results for lean
phase convoying likely nre lIIore accurate than \'hose for dense-phase 
conveying because nil \'eloeities discussed het'e nre averages, and the 
dense phase includes 1\ wide rnnge of seed motion-in some Cl~ses the 
seed even drops mOlllentarily agll inst the Iti dIow in fhe velticnJ run. 

Power Requirements 	in Dense- and Lean-Phase Conveying 

Power-pressme relations of dense- und lean-phus\} conveying trials 
are })l'esented togethet· in .fib'11re 11, and both methods show the same 
trend-thnt, power requirements increase linearly wit.h air pressure 
for the particular range of capacity and auxiliary air studied. One 
of the dense-phase plots (the constant capacity, vadable air investi-
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]j'IGURE ll.-Power"pressure relations in variable capacity and constant capacity 
t.rinls in Ilense- and lean-phase conveying of crim/ilon clover. Each point is 
Ull nn:rage of 4 or U repllcntioll!!. 
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gation) compares the power-pressure data shown in figure 7. Here 
the pressure range is grenter,. but the same general trend of linearity 
is evident except for th~ maximum pressure point, which suggests a 
proportionately greater power requirement when the seed mass is very 
dense. 

The rate of power increase for ull trillls is nenrly the same,·as i~di
cnted by the slope of the curves. Genel~ny, dense-phase conveying 
shows greater pressure und power requirements thtln does lenn-phase 
conveying except at 4 p.s.i., which was near the point of "breaking 
o,'er" into the lean phase. As shown, power and pressure character
ist.ics of this. dense-phase test condition fell nicely within the ranges 
for the lean phase. 

The lean-phase und variuble dellse-phnse plots represent only the 
powel· and pressure figures associated with n given test condition, 
regardless of capacity. 

The main value of figure 11 is to show that power requirements gen
et·any incrense steadily with system pressure in both lean- and dense
phuse conveying. 

Power requirements for deUBe-phase and lean-phttse conveying are 
shown on a unit-conveying basis in the curves in figure 12, which are 
elaborations of the power curves in figures 5 and 6, respectively. 
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FIGURE 12.-Relatlons of power requirements and conveying capacity in dense
and lean-phase conveying of crimson clover. Each point is an average of 4 
or 6 replications. Square points represent range of dense-phase power re
quirementsfrom constant capacity test (fig. 7). 
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P(;nve~ requirements (horse1?ower pe~ ton per hour) for low-ct~pncity 
tr1als m dense-phase conveymg are hlgh bOC8;use the seed mass 18 very 
dense and little auxilhlry air is being used to fluidize the seed load in 
the vertical riser.. This is an extreme condition where the flow ap
proaches the movement of a solid rather than a fluid, as discussed 
earlier. Oapacities, therefore, are low and power requirements high, 
and the combination of these two factors results in the high horsepower 
per ton per hour figures plotted. 

The power requirements for dense-phase conveying drop sharply 
with increased capacity as introduction of auxiliary air is stepped up. 
III contrast, power requirements drop slowly with increased capacity 
in lean-phase conveying and, generally, power requirements are less 
than in the dense phase. 

There is a suggestion that the two cur\'es are nearly continuous 
even though each represents a different conveying method. Conti
nuity, in a sense, may be possible here because the Jargest capacity 
figure shown for dense-phase conveying represented a maximum con
dition of auxiliary airflow beyond which the operation probably 
would have "broken-over" into lean-phase conveying. 

Again taking advantage of the constunt-capacity dense-phase data 
of figure 7, it is possible to compute power-requirement figures for 
different auxilhu'y air rates, all at a, fixed capacity. The square points 
shown in figure 12 represent the range found for 1,500 pounds per 
hour. In effect, this means that a family of powel' curves could be 
established and drawn, as discussed earlier in connection with figure 8, 
if It series of auxiliary air rates had been studied at the various capac
ity levels. The dashed lines through the square points in figure 12 
suggest curve slopes that might have been obtained, The family-of
curves concept also seems to verify the possible. continuity of dense
and lean-phase curves. 

The value of figure 12 is to present a direct comparison of power 
requirements for the two methods on a unit-conveying basis and to 
illustrate the marked beneficial effect. of introducing auxiliary air 
in dense-phase conveying. 

Seed Damage 

Many research studies IUlve pointed out that mechanical damage 
to seed can readily lower or weaken germination. The damage may 
occm' at any point in the harvestin~, cleaning, or hand1in~ process, 
and in sonw seed lots, germination loss can reach prohibitive levels. 

According to Harter (77, p . .171), thresher injury in beans may 
produce up to 30 percent abnormal germination. Brown and Toole 
(8, p. 91) point out that mechanical injury in handling may cause seri
ous breaks in the seed embryo, which prevent normal development of 
the seedling. Moore (24, 1'. 22) suggests that mechanical damage, 
e\'en before· it reduces germination apPI"eciably, causes seed to lose 
vigor and show other signs of weakness, Justice (18,1'.161) indicates 
tlmt seedling abnormahty may be a secondary etfect of fUllO'i attack 
through leSIOns aJld breaks induced by se,'ere mechanical action. 
M?Ore (25, p. 8) a.lso cites an indirect eifect-that of premature seed 
agmg. 

1:~~sgrow (4, 7). 22) determined that germination decreased signifi
cantly when beans were. dropped 1 foot (repeated drops) or 3 feet 
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(single drop) upon a metal plate. The Seed Testing Laboratory at 
Oregon State University has observed that damage in fine fescue crops 
has mcreased in recent rears and that this has resulted in lower ger
mination and more rapId deterioration in storage (:eS).

Seed damage frequently is associated with pneumatic conveying and 
should be considered in evaluating any system. In a comprehensive 
study of pneumatic grain conveying, Segler (31, p. 71) suggests that 
conveying should take place in. a limited but. distinct region of veloci
ties between damage and blockage areas. Goss and Jones (16, p. :eO) 
studied airlifts IUlIldling alfalfa and concluded that air velocities over 
3,000 f.p.m. would damage seed. In another study of airlift damage 
Asgrow (4, p. 35) found that bean damage was cumulative in repeated 
passes through one system. 

Because of its importance in efficient pneumatic cOll\'eying, seed 
damage was investigated in several phases reported here and was made 
uI? of drop tests, brief conveying trials, and extensive conveying studies 
WIth crimson clover and beans. 

Drop Tesls 

Preliminary to the study of actual conveying damage, various kinds 
of seed that typically show damage in seed testing were dropped from 
a 12-foot height upon wood, metal, rubber, concrete, and seed surfaces. 
In some tests, drops were repeated. Kinds of seed tested were crimson 
clover, lotus, subterranean clover, hairy vetch, tall oatgrass groats, and 
orchardgrass groats. Germination tests were performed immediately 
und agam after two storage periods of 16 months and 5 years. Stor
age was in an enclosed, unheuted space. 

A comparison of germination figures for the dropped lots und com
panion control lots (not drop,>ed) showed no significant differences im
mediately or niter 16 months storage. After 5 years' storage the leg
umes again showed no differences, but th~ two dropped grass seed 
lots decreased more in germination than did their controls. The tall 
oatgrass groats showed germination figures of 38 percent (dropped) 
and 57 percent (controls), whereas the. orchardgrass groats showed 
53 percen~ «(~ropped) and 62% percent (cc;mtrols). Although d~ffer
ences are llldlCated, they were eVIdent only m lots dropped se\ren tImes. 
On the basis of the results of all the drop tests, it must be concluded 
that significant mechanical damage did not occur. 

Brief Con"eying TrUls 

Various kinds of seed were cOI1\·eyed pneumatically through small
diameter pipe of the USDA experimental cOllreyor in either ilense- or 
lean-phase flow, OL' both, and resulting damage was evaluated in terms 
of gel·mination and breakage. Table 4: summarize.s details of the test 
operations, some of which reflect only single observations. The d:lta 
indicate, broadly, that seed lots transported in the dense-ph:tse trials 
show little or no damage. Airlock damage also cnn be seen in some 
trials, but1 as discussed later, this can be reduced with proper air
lock selectIOn or design. 

Extensive Con"eying Studies With Crimson Clover 

Seed breakage was not evident in any of the conveying trials con
ducted with crimson clover, so possible damage was e\raluated by 
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TABLE 4.-.Seed dCl'lIwge In brief lean-phase a1ul de7ISe-plw8c conveying te8t 'loitk 'lJariou~ seedS' and foodstuffs 
~ 
~ 

Itellls conv(;yed und type 
of conve~'ing 

Conveying run 

Pipe Blbows 
diullletcr (90 0 J2"R) 

Length 
Pusses 

Through 
tlirlock 

Breakage I 

Conveyed Controls 

Germination 

ConveyedI Controls 

~ 
~ 

- ~ 
Seed: 

Beans (Top Crop):
Letln-phtlsc__ --- ____J)o _____________ 

00_____________ 
Dense-phllsc _________

00_____________ 

Peas (Green Scotch): 
Dense-phtlsc ____ - ____J)o _____________ 

Pens (Whole AllIskll): 
Densc-phIlSH_________

Do _____________ 

Beets:
Dense-phtlse ______ • __ 
Lean-phtlse __________ 

Parsnips: Lean-phase___ 

filches 
1 
I 
1 
1 
1 

1% 
1% 

1% 
i% 

1% 
1% 
1% 

Number 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

2 
2 

2 
2 

4 
4 
4 

Feci 
5:J 
53 
53 
53 
53 

38 
38 

38 
38 

56 
56 
56 

Number 
I 
3 
5 
1 
3 

1 
1 

1 
1 

1 
I 
1 

Percent Percent Percent Percent 
yes. _______ O. 3 O. 2 69 76
Yes________ I. 1 .2 61 76
Yes________ 2. 3 .2 57 76 
yes________ .3 .2 75 76
Yes________ .2 .2 79 76 

No ________ --_ ... _-,... ...... ----- ... ---- 59 54 
Yes___ .---- ........... -......... -- -_ .. - ... _--- 48 54 

No ________ 
... --- ... ----- -- .. ------ 92 92

Yes________ 
... -- ........ -- ... -------- 90 92 

Yes__ - _____ 3 1 
---------~ ----------Yes________ 2 1 ---------- ----------Yes________ 2 1 ----- ---,- ---- ... ----

5 z 
.
c.> 
~ 

~Q 

~ 
[1l 

'=' l"l 

~ 
~ 

Foodstuffs: ~ 
Pells (Yeliow and Green):

Dense-phllse _________ 
Lentils:Lean-phtlse __________

Do ________ - ____ 

1% 

1% 
1% 

4 

4 
4 

56 

56 
56 

1 

I 
1 

Yes________ 

Yes________ 
No ________ 

5 

3 
1 

1 

1 
1 

---------- ---------
---------- ---------
---------- ---------

::0... 

I
l"l 

Approximntn percentllgc by weight. 

.. l 1 .. , , .1, .. .• 
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germination tests on representative samples from the four dense-phase 
trials and the four lean-phase trials dIscussed earlier. Summarized 
results are shown in table 5. 

TABU.: 5.-Seed damage and 'conveying severity in dense-phase and 
lean-phase conveying tests with crimson clover 1 

•
Test Seed Nonnal Hard Abnonnal Dead Severity 

condition velocity gennina- seed gennina- seed index 
tion tion No.1 

Feet per 
minute Percent Percent Percent Percent 

20 85. 3 7.0 6.7 1.0 1.09 
Den.e ......___ ( 75 86.0 8.0 5.3 .7 .78 

185 83. 7 9.0 6. 3 1.0 .83 
252 85. 7 7. 7 5.7 1.0 .89 

88.0 5.3 5.3 1.3 1.21( 2,12'1,585 86. 3 6.0 7.7 0 1. 24Lean phase____ ; 1,255

I 87. 3 3.7 6. 7 1.7 2.00 
89.3 3. 7 6. 0 1.0 1. 70

Controls_______ ____ ~~~~~_ 83. 8 9.4 5.8 1.1 .76 

I Average of 3 replications for dense-phase and lean-phase trials, and 8 for con
trols. . 

I Se 't' d N 1+ (Abnonnal gennination+Dead seed) % 
ven y ID ex o. 1 + (Hard seed) % 

.. 

Normal germination and hard seed together reflect potential good 
seed, and this measure is essentially the same in all dense-phase and 
lean-phase trials.. For additional c.omparison, the~ figures. can be 
plotted on a velOCIty scale, as shown ill figure 13, whIch then gIves the 
Impression that a straight line can be fitted to the points. The line 
deviates only slightly from the horizontal, so on this basis! normal
germination-pIus-hard seed appears unaffected by seed velOCIty. The 
straight line is dashed between the highest velocity dense flow and the 
lowest velocity lean flow because this region is unstable from a con
veying standpoint and is another example of the discontinuity dis
cussed earlier.' 

In all cases, the conveyed material appears as good as the controls, 
and little or no seed damage is evident. Abnormal-germination-plus
dead-seed count is not shown directly, but it also remained constant, 
essentially. This is so because a seed subjected to a germination test 
must fall in one of these two classifications, which together equal 100 
percent: normal-germination-plus-hard seed, or abnormal-germina
tion-plus-dead seed. The lack of change in abnormal-germination
plus-dead seed is perhaps a more direct indication that damage did 
not occur. 

However, even though the normal-germination-plus-hard-seed fig
ures remained constant, the bard-seed component for lean-phase lqts 
was less than for dense-phase lots. This suggests that the conveying 
action, in some cases, served to scarify hard seeds and make them 
germinable, but was not severe enough to damage seed. An interesting 
Implication is that some mechanical severity may be tolerable in a 
conveying action, and perhaps even desirable. if it stimulates hard 
seed into normal germination. Since degree of severity apparently is 
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FIGURE 13.-Comparison ot dense- and lean-phase conveying ot crimson clover 
in terms ot seed germination. Elich point is lin average of 3 replications ex
cept controls, w11l<:h is Ilna\'erllg~ ot 8. 

important, the following formula was devised to evaluate the con
veying trials of this study in terms of relati\re mec1l1lnical severity: .. 

1+ (.\ bnOJ"llla 1 germ i nat ion +Dead seed) % ..Severity index No. 
1+ (Hlu'd seed) % 

'Where: abnormal, deud, and hard seed figures are percentages by 
number as determinecl in standard seed germination pro
cedures. 

The formula arises from 1111 analysis of a seed's response when sub
jected to a mechanical action. There:1 re four possible responses: 
(1) If the action is severe enough, seeds that otherwise would germi
nate normally may show abnormal I!ermination or be ki1led (numerator 
of the formula will increase). (2) If the action is severe enough, 
hard seed may he caused to I!enninate normally or abnormally (de
nominator wi1l decrease). (3) If the action is less severe, abnormal- .. 
g~rmination-plus-dead-seed percentages may not change (numerator 
WIU be unchanged). (4) If the action is less severe, hard seed per
centages may not chan"e (denominator will be unchanged). Smce 
the numerator must eithel· increase or stay the same, and the denomi
nator 1Ilust decrease or stay the same, the calculated index number 
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then must increase or stay the same for seed lots subjected to a mechan
ical action. 

The formula reveals several other things. The numerator actually 
is an expression of seed damage, so it follows that damage is a special 
form of severity as defined here and might logically be considered 
an extreme form. Also, a mechanical action that changes any of the 
three germination measures of the formula will increase the severity 
index number. The index number increase, then, can be the result 
of damage (if the numerator increases) or the result of hard seed 
reduction (if the denominator decreases), or both. The arbitrary 
figure 1 appears in numerator and denominator to provide positive 
numbers and a rational condition, mathematically, when the abnormal
germination-plus-dead-seed figure or hard seed content is zero. 

The formula does not include a term for normal germination of 
seed because the result of a mechanical action cannot be predicted 
for this measure. (Normal germination can increase if hard seeds 
are caused to germinate normallv, but it can decrease if normal seeds 
are killed or caused to germinate "abnormally.) Howe\'er, the formula 
senses any change in normal germination because such change must 
appear in the form of revised values for abnormal, dead, or hard seed. 

As calculated by the formula, the severity index number will indi
cate any damage (numerator change) or any hard seed reduction 
(denominator change), or both. However, a limitation is that these 
changes must be due to a mechanical action. 

The formula hasllil immediate application in rating the conveying 
trials of this study, but it also may have general value as a tool for 
evaluating severity in other seed-handling operations. Therefore, if 
the severIty index number is computed for seed lots before and after 
exposure to various mechanical actions, a comparison of the index 
numbe~ will indicate relative severity of these actions whether or not 
seed has been damaged. 

As applied to the conveying trials reported here, the severity index 
numbers shou'ld provide a means of comparing the dense-phase and 
lean-phase operations at severity levels less than those associated with 
seed damage. Such.knowledge is considered valuable because damage 
potential varies \lp.cording to kind of seed, moisture content, and con
veying system. A comparative rating of dense- and lean-phase con
veying trials under the low-damage conditions of these tests should 
he~p predict results at other conditions more conducive to seed damage .. 

Severity index numbers were calculated and are shown in table 5. 
An dense-phase values are less than lean-phase values, indicating that 

w. dense-phase conveying is less severe. In fact, most index numbers 
for dense-phase trials are only slightly greater than for the controls. 

Also, as plotted in figure 14, severity index numbers tend to increase 
generally as seed velocity increases. Again, the line is dashed be
tween the two conveying methods, indicating discontinuous data. 
This trend is less definite when the dense-phase grouping and the 
lean-phase grouping are considered alone. The highest index number 
for dense-phase conveying occurred when the flow pattern was very 
dense and the seed movement was lowest of all tests. Under these 
conditions, seed may suffer enough airlock injury to explain the 
higher figure. (Airlock effects supporting this thought are discussed 
laterin connection with bean damage.) 
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FIGURE 14.--Comparison of conveying severity for dense- and lean-phase convey
ing of crimson clover. Each point is an averuge of 3 replications excel)t 
controls, which is un average of 8. 

The greatest index number for lean-phase conveying at 1,600 f.p.m. 
appears high, and no logical explanation for this is known. If plotted, 
each of the three replicates for this condition would fall above the 
line as drawn. 

A similar trend line would be obtained for these tI'ials if only hard 
seed reduction was considered becnuse little jf nny damage occurred 
(numerator change in the index formultt). Hmvever, httrd seed re
duction nlone is not a complete index of severity since seed damnge call 
occur without chttnging hard seed count. 

The overall value of figure 14: is to suggest that conveying sevedty 
increases with seed velocity; and when a transport action is severe 
enough to cause damage, this effect can be reduced by lowering 
velOCIty. 

Another evaluation of severity is presented. in figure 15, which shows 
hard seed, normal germination, nbnormnl-gel'lnination-plus-dend seed, 
and severity index numbers for several groups of conveying trials. 
For comparison, the same measures are· included for controls. 

This plot compares dense-phase conveying, as It whole, with lean
phase conveying on both one-pass and three-pass bases. The groups 
have been arranged, from left to l·ight, in order of increasing index 
number llnd decreasing hard seed count. The relntive positions of 
groups resulting from this arrangement an~ interesting. Controls 
show the lowest index ntunbet·, dense-phase com·eying is intemlediate, 

... 

~ 

~ 

,.. 
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and lean-phase c01l\'eying shows the highest index numbel's. Within 
the dense- and lean-phnse classifications, index numbers are higher for 
each tln-ee-pass group than for the one-pass groups, 

CRIMSON ClOVER 
_ Hard slid (,,) 


[.:...... , Germination, normal ('X,) 


~ Abnormol gormination plus dead slid ('.t.)
IOOr-----------~--------~--------~~------_________, 5 

80 	 4 ~ 
Q 

~ 
>

.... 60 3 = 
z 	 .... "'" .... 	 > 
\.J 	 w 

VI 
w "'" C)~ 40 	 Z 

.... 
c ..... ,I.q 	 > 

z 
020 	 \.J 

0 0
CONTROLS DENSE PHASE DENSE PHASE lEAN PHASE lEAN PHASE 

(on. pass) (three pass) (on. pa,!) (three pass) 

j.'IGURE 15.-Seed gennination and conveying seyerity in yarious trials in dense
and lelln·phllse conveying of crimson c1o\'er. Controls are ayerllges or. 8 deter
minlltlons; one PIlSS, 12 determinutions; three pass, 2 detenninutions. 

Figure 15 l'c\'eals that the increase ill severity index number 1S 

mainly the result of progressive decrease in hard seed-this is 
so because abllOl·mal-germination.plus-dead-seed values (damage).. 	 chn.nge \'ery little, The drop in hard seed nearly equals the incrense 
in normal gel'mination. The nOl'llml germination bars coulel not 
increase much in these trials be<::tllse there was relatively little hard 
seed in the. original test lot, COI1\'cying trials should be more informa
ti\'!~ with seed lots like lotus and dichondra, whose hard seed eontent 
may be 50 per('tmt or more. 

Sinee hard seed ('ontent. decreased, a:; shown, to 1 pel'cent at the 
(,OIweying condition of nHlximum se\'erity, it is interesting to speculate 
what might ha\'o happened if con\'eying conditions had been e\'en 
more severe. ~\ reasonahle guess is that..st'eds othet.'wise germinating 
normally would hal.'l} been killed or: forced to gel'lninate abnormally 
(seed damage), Continuing this hypothetical chain of e,'ents on the 
bILl' graph of figure 15, increasing eOIl\'eying se\'erity fit-st would cause 
the black bars to decrease until nonexistent, while the dotted bars 
increased in like amounts, Then, when se\'el'ity was great enough, 
the dotted bars would decrease, while the diagon:t1. bars increased in 
like amount, showing the presence of seed damage. So, the optimum 
conveying for largest 1l1l10unt of normally germinating seed would 
be that condition whose severity was great enough to reduce hanl seed 
content to zel~o, but not high enough to cause seed chul1age, 
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The main value of figure 15 is to rate the relative severity of differ
ent conveying trials by use of the index number, and to show that 
increasing se\'erity can reduce hard seed content and thereby increase 
normlti germination without chlmaging seed. 

&Ietfsifle C01IfleyifJg Sludies With BellflS 

The'le:m-phase conveying described here has been· characterized 
by air and seed \·elocities. considerably greater than for dense-phase 
conveying. .As a result, seed. damage would appear more likely in 
lean-phase conveying. However, a .good comparison of damage 
clifferences between the two methods in oneJ)hysical system proved 
dim.cult to obtain. Crimson clover was not amaged in dense-phase 
cOIH'eying, but neither was it dnmn~ed in companion lenn-phase trinls 
(fig. 13). Howe\'er, when conveymg trials were rated according to 
their severity, dense-phase trials appeared less severe (figs. 14: all(115). 

In another attempt to obtain a dnmage comparison, conveying trinls 
were conducted with beans because of their damage susceptIbility. 
SmitH benns were chosen as a test lot to facilitate passing through the 
airlock used, but this size probably provided a relatively strong bean. 
'Vhen thl"Own against concrete, the test beans did not break as rendily 
ns did larger types. .A second reason for conveying beans was to 
evaluate airlock bl'eakage with a larger produd than crimson clover, 
which had shown no breakage. 

Dense-phase trials with beans were carried out at one arbitrarily 
selected operating level, and lean-phase trials were conducted at five 
levels, including the condition of greatest seed \'elocitypossible with 
the USDA e..xperimental system. Dense-phase results are discussed 
latel·. Lean-phase results are summarized in table 6 and are plotted 
in figure 16, whel'e all CUITes are relati\Te damage me~lsures of a sort. 
The breaka~e ClllTe indicates damage that is extensive enough to be 
yisible rea(lily; the abnormal-~e.,nination-plus-dead-seed curve re
flects damage present, in the seecL lots but not necessnri.ly visible; and 
the llormal-germination-plus-hard-seed curve is a measure of poten
tially good seed that apparently is undamaged physiologically. Each 

TABLE 6.-Seed damage and breakage in lean-pha8e conveying teata 
with bean8 1 

Test Seed Normal Hard Abnormal Dead Visible 
condition velocity germina- seed germinn- seed break

tion tion age 2 

Feet per 
minute Percent Percent Percent Percellt Percent 

2,265 73. 5 1.0 22.5 3. 0 1. 62 
1,660 82. 7 .5 15.5 1.3 .70 

\ 83. 5 15.0 1.2 .59 
960 89.7 1.2 7. 8 1.3 .49 
650 91. 0 .5 7.0 1.5 .40 

Loa"-ph'~____ 1,445 .3 

Controls_______ ------- .- 93.4 .4 4.0 2. 2 --------

I AYerage of 2 replications with California small white navy beans for lean-phase 
trials, and -1 for controls. 

2 Percentage by weight of beans showing absence of some part of cotyledon 
when viewed without magnification. 
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cur\"e shows the same type of trend-that increased VlCllocity is related 
to greater seed damage. 

It is entirely reasonable that the normal-germination-plus-hard
seed curve should fall off, as indicllted, in the sume Ilmount thllt the 
abnormal-germinlltion-plus-delld-seed curve increases because, t<r 
gether, the curve ordinate vnlues mllst equal 100 percent .. 
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'}'lGUilE 16.-EfIect of seed velocity on set.'Ii damage in lean-phase conveying of dry 
beans (California small white). Each point. is an average of 2 replications. 
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Capacities for each lean-phuse test in this dllmuge study were kept •
low purposely to make best use of the limited amount of unifonn,
high-quality test sample and to insure high seed velocity when desil'ed.
Lean-phase capacities, held us nearly constant I\S possible using a
vibmtorIeeder, were 245 (±15) grams per minute, and dense-phase
capacities were about 24 :{>ounds per minute.


Breakage, us it is conSidered here, includes beuns that show uny purt
of a cotyledon missing when inspected without magnification. This
means that reported breukllge villues tend to be slightly greatm' thunwould be determined by standnrd purity procedures in seed-test.inglaborntories, which stipulate tllat a seecl portion representing mOI'Cthan half of the original unit must be considered 1\ whole seed, The 
r 

particular bnsis selected for this test appeared to offer a more exact, ..
meusurement of actuul seed brenkllge, After the Ilmount of brellkllgewus determined, broken betms lar!,rer thlln hilI f of the OI'iginul unitwere returned to the test sumpIes so thllt standard selectionllnd germi ..nation procedures could be curried out.

In any event, breakage values wel'C l'Clati\'ely low, us indicated infigure 16, with four out of five tests showing 0.70 percent or less.Siunples nnulyzed for breuka!,re were reluti\'ely smull (ubout 70grums), so sampling error is It possible limitution in intel'preting the.breaknge results. However, the deviation between l'Cplications waS .>
very small, and the ol'iginal test material showed a low initinl breakage figure, implying It test lot of uniform initial bl'Cukage. The bl'eakage curve is m:unly importunt not for its specific values but. becuuse itshows genemlly low figures and that breakage tends to increase withseed velocity.

Actua11y, bl'Cllknge fi~ures fOI' benns lLre made up of three compo -
nents: initilll (present III test lot as r(!Ceived); nirJock (induced inpnssage through airlock); and transport (attribut.ed to the actw\lconveying). Of theseeornponents, initial is common to the stock usedfor nil trlllls, so !lny di ffel'ences in tot~t1 breakage figures for densephllse and lean-phase conveying must be assigned to airlock plustrallsport effects. ,.

An ILIlalysis of Lll"enknge components appelll'S in table 7. The totalbreakage value fJl' dense-phase conveying IS 1.55 percent (two replications at one test condition), as compnred to lean-phllse vlllues rnngingfrom 0.40 to 1.62 pel·cent. Although totlll breaknge for dense-phaseconveying thus nppears to equal the highest vnlues fOl' lean-phaseconveying, n substantial amount of this breakage is ail"lock effect, asshown in table 7. Airlock effect ill dense-phase IS greater (about foUl'times) thnn in lean-phase. In dense-phllse conveying, each compartment of the airlock tends to opemte with a neal"ly full lond but todischarge only I~ small plll·t of this load in anyone 1'C\Tolution. As Ilresult, some seeds are tumbled many times at 01' near the shearingedges of the Ilirlock. In Ilddition, the lower air-seed velocities of .dense-phase conveying keep the seed at. the shearing edges longel' asseeds move from the ail"lo('k to the pipe. Both adiims pl"Ovide moreopportunity in dense-phase tl"llnspOI-t for seed to be caught, betweenrotor lind housing of the ail"lock and thus be sheared or l:l"Ushed.
If nirlock effects Itre discounted, the I'emainillg breakage (that callbe attributed to tl"llnsport) mngesfrom {U:3 to 1.35 pm'cent for thelean-phase velocities shown in tibyure 16. On t.he Sllll1e basis, dense
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TABLE 7,-Seed breaJcage in dense-pha~e aM kan-pha8e corweying 
tuts with beans 1 . 

Breakage due to- Dense-phase Lean-phase 
conveying conveying 

Percent Percent 
Airlock____________________________________ 1.03 0.27Transport_________________________________ .52 .13-1.35 

~---------I-----------
TotaL______________________________ 1. 55 ,40-1.62 

1 Average of 2 replications with California small white navy beans. Values are 
percentage by weight of beans showing absence of some part of cotyledmi when 
viewed without magnification and include some initial breakage. 

phase breakage was 0.52 percent. Genemlly spenking, breakage was 
relatively low in all trials. 1Yhere airlock action might be 1\ sedous 
considel'ation, it can be minimized by using an airlock equipped with 
flexible wiper strips at the blade edges and by installing another flex
ible strip at the ail'lock feed to level each compartment ]ond below the 
shearing point of the lock housing and thereby reduce shearing of seed. 

A similar bt'enkdown on abnol"lual-germinntion-plus-dend-seed fig
ures for dense- and lenn-phase conveying I\lso indicates grenter airlock 
effects for dense-phase conveying. A total figure of 10 percent was 
determined for abnormal-gennination-plus-dead seed in dense-phnse 
conveying to compare witli the. lean-J?hase values shown in figure 16, 
'Yhen transport etfects agnin are consIdered, the value for dense-phase 
conveying becomes 2.5 percent as compared to a r:tlll,,>'6 for leun-phase 
of 3.2 to 20.2 percent. 

'Yith refet'ence to normal-germination-plus-hard seed, a totnl figure 
of 90 percent was determined for dense-phase. conveying which com
pares favombly with the range fOl'lean-phase flow of 74.5 to 91.5 per
cent shown in figure Hi. 

In analyzing velocity-damage relations, it is possible to relate the 
measured bean "elocities shown in figure 16 to impact ,·elocities thut 
might be calculated fOl' drop trials. lfol' example, if beans had been 
included in the preliminary drop tests (12-foot, height) described 
eat'lier, the impact velocity would ha,·c been: 

v=../2gh (neglecting air resistance) 
where: v=impact velocity, in feet per second 

h=drop height, in Ceet 
g=nccelerntion of grnvity, in fect pCI' second2 

Then: v=·h(32.2)12 
=-./772.8 
=27.8 f.p.s. or 1,668 f.p.m. 

As showll in figure 16, a yelocity of 1,668 f,p,m., eq~ivalent to a 
12-foot drop, would lower normal-germination-p.1us-hard seed to 
about 82 percent. For geneml interest, it is also possible to calculate 
drop heights with impact velocities that equal the range of seed 
velocities shown in figure 16 for lean-phase cOllyeying, 'With the 
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same velocity formula as above, only solving now for "h" ill It 

velocity range of 650 to 2,265 f.p.m. (10.8 to 37.8 f.p.s.) : 

v 2 


h=
2g 

{1O.8)2 to (37.8)2 

2(32.2) 


116.6 to 1,428.8- 64.4 

= 1.8 to 22.2 ft. 

In comparison, the drop-height equivalent for dense-phase con
veying (utan average velOCity of 161 f.p.m.) isO.1 foot. 

The main value of figure 16 is to show that· seed damage (ahnormal
germination-plus-dead seed) increases us seed velocit:y inj}reases in 
lean-phase conveying and that visible breakage also lllcreuses with 
velocity, but that actual breakage values are relutively low in nIl 
cases. Also, 11 comparison of the lenn-phase values as given in 
figure 16 with dense-phase values shows that all dnmage measures 
for dense-phase conveyinO' either nre lower than for lean-phnse or 
are nenr the low end of tlle range shown for lean-phase conveying. 

CONCLUSIONS 

PreliminaryfluidizinO' trials, dense-phase and lean-phase convey
ing tests with crimson ciover, and seed damage studies with crimson 
clover and beans warrant the following conclusions: 

1. Small legume seeds like the clovers and alfalfa can be fluidized 
but not as effectively us powders. 

2. A pneumatic conveyor for seeds was developed that shows 
characteristics of .fluidized conveying-namely, low seed velocity, high 
seed-air ratio, and 11 flowing seed mass that has a large degree of 
mobility or fluidity. 

3. Flow pattern in dense-phase conveying consists of aerated slugs 
of seed that form, move, dissipate, and re-form throughout the pipe 
run. 

4. Ordinary pl'inciples of fluid flow are not entirely applicable 
to dense-phase operatIOn because fluidity of the seed slug places it in 
a classification between true fluid flow and movement of 11 solid. 

5. Dense-phase operation departs from usual concepts of pneumatic 
conveying in that pressures and power requirements drop as conveying 
capaCIty lllcreases. 

6. Flow pattern in lean-phase conveying invoh'es a high-velocity 
seed movement typical of ordinary pneumatic transport. . 

7. Lean-phase conveying was found. to conform generally to laws 
of fluid friction inasmuch as pressure drop increased as conveying 
capacity increased, which suggests that variable seed-air ratios 
{'hangeviscosity makeup of flo\Ymg seed-air mixtures. 

.<1, 
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8. Auxiliary airflow bypassing the air lock has proved very im
po!:tant in dense-phase conveying since it lowers operating pl't~ssures, 
reduces power requirements, and facilitates feedmg of seed to the 
system. 

9. In all dense-phase operations, auxiliary airflow represented 70 
percent or more of the total c~mveying air. 

10. Greatest seed vel9Cities observed in dsnse-phase conveying were 
250 f.p.m. and in lean-phase conveyinO', 2,125 f.p.m.. 

11. In lean-phase flow, the air-vefocity rtlnge used fOl' transport 
WIlS 3,250 to 4,400 f.p.m., and seed velocities ranged from 31 to 48 
percent of the air velocities. 

12. Greatest solid~air ratio of the study was 28: 1 dense-phase 
conveying. 

13. In both dense- and lean-phase conveying, power requirements 
increased linearly with air pressure for the capacities and auxiliary 
air rates studied. 

14. Conveying 1,700 pounds per hour in the dense phase required 
about 3% horsepower per ton per hour; the same capacity in the 
lean phase reqUIred about 21;2 horsepower per ton pel~ hour. . 

15. Oertain legumes dropped from a 12-foot height upon metal and 
concrete surfaces showed the same germination as undropped control 
lots after 5 years' storage. 

16. The following formula was devised to rate severity of convey
ing trials in this study and may have general value as a research tool 
to evaluate. severity in other seed-handling operations whether or not 
damage, as such, oGcurs: 

't' d 1 + (Abnormal germination+Dead seed) %Severl y m ex 1 + (Hard seed) % 

17. No difference was found in damage measures of dense- or lean
phase operation and controls (not conveyed) for crimson clover, but. 
severity for dense-phase was less than for lean-phase conveying and 
only shghtly greater than for controls. 

lB. All crimson clover transported in dense- and lean-phase con
veying showed O'reater normal germination than controls because of 
reduction in har'a seed content. However, total germination (normal
plus-hard seed) remained the same in all trials. 

19. Optimum conveying for the largest amount of normally germi
nating seed would be that condition where severity is great enough to 
reduce hard seed content to zero but not great enough to cause seed 
damage. 

20. Damage in beans transported in lean-phase conveying increased 
as seed velocity increased, but total breakage was relatively lo}" in all 
cases. 

21. Al1 damage measures for dense-phase transport of beans either 
are lower than or near the minimum values of the range found fot· 
lean-phase transport. 

22. Dense-phase conveying was unsuited for seeds that bridge easily, '. like large grass seeds, and material of varying particle size, like ground 
feed. However, such products are handled readily in this system by 
lean-phase operation. 

23. Finally, fluidized or dense-phase transpolt of seed as described 
here is entirely feasible as a means of conveying free-flowing seeds ut 
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low velocity without damage through flexible, small-pipe systems in ... 
ample quantity to supply processing machines. . 
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